Mass spectrometry is an experimental technique used to identify and quantify molecules based on their mass-to-charge ratios and fragmentation patterns. It is an essential technique in a multitude of research areas. Our motivation to predict mass spectra originates from the field of metabolomics, where spectra for of many metabolites are still unknown and pure reference compounds hard to obtain. The work presented here shall serve as technological basis for a future science gateway project. QCEIMS is able to predict mass spectra for a given molecule based on quantum chemical simulation of the fragmentation patterns [1, 2] . It uses tools such ORCA or MNDO99 to perform the actual calculation. The simulation protocol consists of four steps: (1) An initial trajectory of the molecule of interest is calculated, (2) Starting conformations for the fragmentation runs are extracted, (3) Possible fragmentation processes are simulated, usually several hundred individual runs, (4) The relevant information are collected from the individual runs, assembled and analyzed. As a result a peak list of the corresponding fragmentation spectrum is obtained.
Docker provides a lightweight option to wrap an interdependent set of applications within a container, providing everything it needs to run [3] . The UNICORE workflow system offers the possibilities to represent simulation protocols as workflows [4] , including loops over, e.g., the fragmentation runs of a QCEIMS simulation. The QCEIMS workflow including containerized executables was implemented on a local HPC testbed (80 cores, gigabit interconnects, Grid Engine batch system) running Docker and UNICORE, which mimics the architecture available at leading academic compute centers.
The availability of Docker on different compute resources such as academic compute centers or commercial clouds varies. Presumably the main reason is due to several design-related features of Docker, which may cause security and stability issues if not treated carefully. In the course of this project two issues arose. First, the user identifier (UID) has to be consistent between host system and Docker container to ensure that all data exchanged with the container can be handled correctly by the host file system and consequently the workflow engine. Second, crashed applications within a container may lead to an accumulation of open file handles which can lead to not properly terminated containers. If these are kept in their default location (/var/lib/docker/) overflowing partitions may lead to a deadlock.
Also the use of the UNICORE workflow engine imposes some challenges. The file staging among UNICORE workflow nodes requires some wrapping of the containerized executables to control input and output filenames. In particular, the use of ForEach loops makes it necessary to process the iterations on a file and not a directory level. Hence the output of nodes has to be modified with consistent filename suffixes.
The last major challenge encountered was the handling of intermediate data. Each fragmentation job usually only produces a few megabytes of final data, but there might remain intermediate files from the quantum chemical simulations. For several hundred fragmentation jobs per molecule this may add up quickly to several hundred gigabytes. Hence a careful cleanup upon job termination needs to be implemented, including a graceful termination of the Docker instances.
The containerization of interdepend pieces of software and the representation of simulation protocols as workflows eases their deployment and maintenance on remote compute resources. Alas such a project has to be set up with care to avoid unexpected failures.
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